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Abstract

This paper analyses the phenomenon of Suspended Affixation (SA) which refers to a situ-
ation in coordinated constructions when affixes on the final conjunct have scope over all the
non-final conjuncts. The main goal of this paper is to look at the structure of SA for Noun
Compound Coordination and to find out how pl and poss suffixes behave regarding suspen-
sion. Previous studies have shown that in N and NP coordination poss cannot be suspended
leaving pl on the non-final conjunct. This study tests the suspendability of poss in the con-
text of Noun Compound coordination. Since SA seems to represent gradient judgment data
two acceptability judgment studies were conducted to find out the (un)grammaticality of Noun
Compound constructions. The results show that pl and poss suffixes cannot be suspended for
independent reasons. The suspendability of poss does not depend on the presence/absence of
pl in the structure due to its structural position.

This article proposes an analysis of SA in N and NP coordination which represents a com-
bination of two approaches on SA already proposed in literature and is based on the idea of
Parallel Merge proposed by Citko (2005). SA in N and NP coordination is considered to be
a coordination of fully inflected conjuncts where the inflections are parallel-merged with two
conjuncts (final and non-final). I show that due to the structure of Noun Compound coordina-
tion constructions, pl and poss cannot be parallel-merged because of a minimality condition:
a non-final conjunct has to be a Minimal Morphological Word. 1

1 Introduction

The phenomena of Suspended Affixation (SA) and Noun Compounding have been studied inde-
pendently in literature. Each of them is very puzzling and has issues that are not yet resolved.

This article takes one of the biggest problems in SA in Noun coordination (cooccurrence of the
morphemes of pl and poss together) and studies it in the context of Noun Compounds. The goal
is to find out if the properties of pl and poss in Noun Compound coordination are the same as
in Noun coordination. These data are novel and have not been analyzed yet (neither in literature
on SA nor in literature on Noun Compounds). Therefore, to gather grammaticality judgments,
two acceptability judgment studies were conducted. The results show that pl and poss in NC

1Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Ileana Paul, David Heap, Silvia Perpiñan and Marlon Graichy
as well as the Arizona Linguistics Circle audience for their valuable comments and suggestions. All mistakes and
inconsistencies are my own.
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Olga Kharytonava 2 SUSPENDED AFFIXATION

coordination do not behave the same way as in Noun Coordination. The article gives details on
the contexts as well as the explanation of a different behaviour.

In this paper, I first present the background information on SA. I summarize what has already
been done on SA and point out at the puzzle that is problematic for any analysis of SA. Then, I
introduce Noun Compound data and explain what SA is expected to look like for NC coordination.
I present the design of two acceptability judgment studies on SA in NC coordination and discuss
the results of these studies. I show how current approaches cannot account for the results and I
propose my analysis of the data. I also propose an analysis of SA for Noun coordination based
on Parallel Merge (Citko (2005)). I claim that NC coordination does not involve Parallel Merge
of the suffixes, but might involve Parallel Merge of the non-head. I conclude that the notion of a
Minimal Morphological Word (well-formedness condition) is very important in SA in the context
of NC coordination.

2 Suspended Affixation

2.1 Background

In broad terms the phenomenon of Suspended Affixation (SA) can be described as a process in
which normally morphologically incomplete forms act as if they were complete. An example of
coordinated verbs taken from Kabak (2007) demonstrates this very clearly:

(1) (a) gid-er-
go-aor

gör-ür-
see-aor

ve
and

al-ır-Ø-ız
buy-aor-cop-1pl

‘We go (there), see (it) and buy (it)’

(b) gid-er-Ø-ız
go-aor-cop-1pl

gör-ür-Ø-iz
see-aor-cop-1pl

ve
and

al-ır-Ø-ız
buy-aor-cop-1pl

‘We go (there), see (it) and buy (it)’

Kabak (2007)

The non-final conjuncts (gid-er and gor-ür) in (1a) lack a subject agreement marker (as it is shown
in (1b)) and are normally considered morphologically incomplete forms. However, the construction
in (1a) is judged as grammatical despite the apparent incompleteness of verbal forms. Studies on
SA (Orgun (1996); Erdal (2007); Kabak (2007); Broadwell (2008); Hankamer (2008)) show that SA
can take place in verbal (in 1), nominal (in 2), pronominal (in 3) and adjectival (in 4) coordination.

(2) ev
house

ve
and

dükkan-lar
shop-pl

‘houses and shops’

(3) ben
I

ve
and

sen-den
you-abl

nefret
hate

ed-iyor.
aux-prog

‘She(he) hates me and you’

2



Olga Kharytonava 2 SUSPENDED AFFIXATION

(4) Zengin
rich

ve
and

ünlü-y-dü-m.
famous-cop-past-1sg

‘I was rich and famous’

Regardless of the type of coordination (nominal, verbal, adjectival) there are some facts that are
universal for all the types of coordination:

(5) General Facts about SA Orgun (1996); Erdal (2007); Kabak (2007); Hankamer
(2008)):

(a) Bound morphemes are omitted from all conjuncts, and the overt affix is always to the
right (realized as a suffix to the final conjunct).

(b) Suspended suffixes maintain their semantic scope over the whole construction.

There have been several analyses of SA (Lewis (1967); Orgun (1996); Pounder (2006); Erdal (2007);
Kabak (2007); Hankamer (2008)) which fall into two main approaches depending on which process
(coordination or affixation) precedes the other (see Kharytonava (2010) for more discussion). The
summary of these approaches and the terminology used for each approach is given in Table 6.

(6) Current Approaches to SA

Approach Approach A Approach B

Order of processes

coordination → affixation affixation → coordination
Processes of coordination of the Processes of affixation of the
conjuncts precedes the process conjuncts precedes the process

off affixation. of their coordination.

Terminology

Group Inflexion Deletion
Phrase Marking Ellipses
Group marking Brachylogy
Lexical Sharing

Suspended Affixation

Note that the term Suspended Affixation is not ambiguous (the concept of “affixation that is
suspended until the final conjunct” is similar to an ellipsis analysis). However, this term is often
used interchangeably with both approaches. In this paper the term Suspended Affixation will be
used as a general term in order to be able to refer to the phenomena in (1-4) in general without
adopting a particular approach.

2.2 Unexplained Gap in Nominal Coordination

As summarized in the previous section (§2.1), the two approaches to SA are different regarding the
order of morphosyntactic operations. Regardless of which approach is pursued, there is a general
idea that in any coordination any inflectional suffixes can be suspended, together or independently,
with only one exception: a possessive suffix cannot be suspended leaving out the plural marker pl
on the non-final conjuncts (as shown in (7)).

3
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(7) a. kedi-ler-im ve köpek-ler-im no SA
cat-pl-poss.1sg and dog-pl-poss.1sg

b. *kedi-ler ve köpek-ler-im SA
cat-pl and dog-pl-poss.1sg

c. kedi ve köpek-ler-im SA
cat-pl and dog-pl-poss.1sg
‘my cats and my dogs’

At first sight, it seems that a distinction between suspendable and non-suspendable suffixes must
be made. This distinction has already been raised in literature for derivational suffixes and for
verbal suffixes and formulated in the form of the constraints in (8).

(8) Affix Specific Constraint (Hankamer (2008); Kabak (2007); Orgun (1996); Erdal
(2007))

(a) Derivational affixes can never (or very rarely) be suspended.

(b) In verbs, the post-predicate affixes following the copula can be suspended (along with
accompanying agreement), but no other verbal affixes.

Although the constraints in (8) ban the suspendability of derivational and many verbal suffixes,
they are not useful for the situation in (7). First, pl and poss are not derivational or verbal suffixes.
Second, the constraints in (8) do not allow one affix to be suspendable and non-suspendable at the
same time, but this seems to be the case for poss, which is suspendable in (7c) but not in (7b).
Its suspendability depends on the suspension of pl. The (non-) suspendability of affixes in (8),
unlike the possessive suffix in (7), does not depend on the presence or absence of other suffixes
in the structure. Therefore, the possessive suffix seems to show a unique behaviour regarding
suspendability when it is preceded by a pl suffix.

Formulating a constraint for (non)suspendability of poss would involve a Look-Back condition
(where the deletion or the delayed affixation of poss would depend on the presence or absence of
pl down in the structure) or a Look-Ahead condition (where the deletion or the delayed affixation
of pl would depend on the presence/absence of poss up in the structure).

There have been several attempts to analyze pl-poss puzzle. For example, Orgun (1996)
proposes a difference in terms of constituent structure: hierarchical versus flat structure (as shown
in 9).

(9)

Tree 1 
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According to Orgun suspension of individual suffixes is possible only when constituents form a
hierarchical structure (as in (tree1a)). If they form a flat (ternary) structure, they have to be
suspended as a group or not at all.

Kabak (2007) demonstrates that non-suspension of poss in the context of the pl preceding is not
as categorical as Orgun (1996) suggests. Kabak explains that in general the strongest intepretation
of a bare plural Noun (such as in (7b)) is generic or indefinite while a singular noun such as kedi
‘cat’ in (7c) has a less strong generic reading. For this reason a bare singular noun, unlike a bare
plural noun, can recuperate any semantic interpretation (i.e., definiteness or indefiniteness, etc.)
from the context. However, there are constructions (such as in (10)) in which suspension of poss is
possible even though the pl suffix is left on the non-final conjunct and this is for semantic reasons.
In these cases (shown in (10)) each bare plural noun represents a collection of individual entities
that denote collectivity. Their plurality must be indicated here.

(10) a. kasaba-lar ve köy-ler-imiz-de
town-pl and village-pl-poss.1pl-loc
‘in our towns and villages’

b. avukat-lar ve danişman-lar-ınız
lawyer-pl and advisor-pl-poss.2pl
‘your lawyers and advisors’

Kabak (2007)

Kabak claims that the violation of this non-suspendability restriction of poss is possible only
when NPs denote a collection of individual entities. The plurality of NPs denoting agentives or
institutions must be indicated.

Hankamer (2008) analyzes the pl-poss puzzle as a restriction imposed on coordinatability of
pl-phrases. He claims that pl-phrases cannot be coordinated while NPs and DPs can.

2.3 Scope of this study

The issue of pl-poss remains open and the problem is far from being solved. As a contribution to
the research on this puzzle, I propose to look at the cooccurrence of pl-poss in Noun Compound
(later NC) coordination. The ultimate goal of this paper is to find out if the facts debated about
pl-poss in Noun coordination are the same in NC coordination.

NCs represent a puzzle in morphosyntactic literature. Their structure and their behaviour were
studied by many researchers. However, to my knowledge NCs have never been analyzed in the
context of SA and the cooccurrence of pl and poss. Before going to pl-poss in NC coordination,
we need to know the behaviour of poss in singular. Therefore, this article takes the context of NC
coordination and analyzes it in singular and plural (11).

5
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(11)

Figures and Graphs 

Figure 1 

 

 

 

Figure 2 

 

 

Figure 3 

 

 

The data on SA in NC coordination are novel data and can give many insights about the phe-
nomenon of SA as well as about the structure of NCs. As Section §3 will show, NCs have an
additional morpheme -(s)I that Ns do not have. This morpheme occurs only on NCs and not on
Ns, it is in complementary distribution with poss and occurs before the pl morpheme. Therefore,
since we are studing poss and pl we need to take into consideration the presence of the -(s)I
marker on NCs. The article will show that poss and pl are independent from each other in NC
coordination.

3 Noun Compounds and Suspended Affixation

Turkish NCs are right-headed, and, in contrast to English NCs, they have an additional morpheme
-(s)I on the head:

(12) araba
car

sur-ücü-sü
drive-nom-sI

‘car driver’

The status of the -(s)I morpheme has been the focus of many debates in literature that can be
divided into two main streams: (i) -(s)I is a possessive 3sg marker (Underhill (1976); Spencer
(1991); Yükseker (1994, 1998)); (ii) -(s)I is not a possessive marker and it is similar to a linking
element rather than a possessive suffix (Swift (1963); van Schaaik (2002); Göksel and Haznedar
(2007); Göksel (2009); Kharytonava (2009)).

Although the debate on the status of the -(s)I morpheme is not presented here2, there is
one characteristic of the -(s)I morpheme that is relevant to the discussion of SA. In a possessive
construction the -(s)I morpheme is in complementary distribution with the possessive suffix, and
the possessive suffix always wins over the -(s)I morpheme.

2For the interests of space, the discussion of the status of -(s)I is not presented in this paper. The only charac-
teristics of the -(s)I morpheme explained are the ones that are relevant to the discussion of SA. For more discussion
on the status of -(s)I morpheme, see Kharytonava (2010).
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(13) a. (biz-im) Internet bağlan-tı-mız
1pl-gen Internet connect-nom-poss.1pl
‘our Internet connection’

b. *(biz-im) Internet bağlan-tı-sı-mız
1pl-gen Internet connect-nom-(s)I -poss.1pl
‘our Internet connection’

Kharytonava (2009) shows that the -(s)I morpheme occurs only in NCs, and not on Ns, NPs. It is
shown in (14).

(14) -(s)I marker in different nominal contexts
without -(s)I with -(s)I

Noun [N] *[N-(s)I]

Noun Compound *[NP-N] [NP-N-(s)I]

Noun Phrase [A-N] *[A-N-(s)I]

Based on these facts, when NCs are coordinated inside a possessive construction, two scenarios are
expected to appear: the first scenario (15a) where the possessive suffix appears on both conjuncts,
and the next scenario (15b) where the possessive suffix is suspended and appears only on the second
(final) conjunct.

(15) Coordination of Noun Compounds 3

a. [N N-poss] ve [N N-poss] No SA
b. [N N] ve [N N-poss] Total S

The same results would be expected in the context of coordination of compound heads inside a
possessive construction: without SA (16a) and with SA (16b).

(16) Coordination of Noun Compound Heads
a. N [N-poss ve N-poss] No SA
b. N [N ve N-poss] Total SA

However, as Kharytonava (2010) shows, there is a third scenario in SA, called Partial SA.

(17) a. Coordination of Noun Compounds
[N N-(s)I] ve [N N-poss] Partial SA

b. Coordination of Noun Compound Heads
N [N-sI) ve N-poss] Partial SA

In the case of Total SA (15b, 16b) the possessive suffix is suspended (deleted or delayed) and there
is no -(s)I marker on the non-final conjuncts. In Partial SA (17) the possessive marker seems to
be suspended (deleted or delayed, depending on the Approach in (6)) but the non-final conjunct
has the -(s)I marker. In both types of SA the possessive suffix appears only on the second (final)
conjunct and has scope over both (final and non-final) conjuncts.

3The representation of a complete derivation of a NC is not relevant for our purposes here. The -(s)I morpheme
and poss are assumed to be on the right periphery of the NC due to the fact that they always surface on the right of
the NC.

7
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Considering the fact that the -(s)I morpheme is normally in complementary distribution with
the possessive suffix, it is surprising to see the -(s)I morpheme on the first conjunct at all. It is also
surprising to see the suspended possessive suffix have scope over the first conjunct that bears the
-(s)I morpheme. The complementary distribution of poss and -(s)I turns out to be true only in
the context of direct adjacency in the structure. In coordinated constructions poss that is attached
to the final conjunct has scope over all the non-final conjuncts that bear the -(s)I morpheme.

(18) summarizes all the theoretical possibilities for SA in the context of coordination of NCs
and NC heads.

(18) Possible SA Scenarios in NC Coordination (sg)
Coordination of NCs Coordination of NC heads

No SA [N N-poss] ve [N N-poss] [N [N-poss vs N-poss]

Partial SA [N N-(s)I] ve [N N-poss] N [N-(s)I ve [N-poss]

Total SA [N N ] ve [N N-poss] N [N ] ve [N-poss]

Consider now possible SA types for NC coordination with a pl marker present in the structure.
pl suffix always precedes -(s)I and poss. (19) presents a summary of all the expected SA scenarios
for the pl-poss cooccurrence in the context of Coordination of NCs and Coordination of NC heads.

(19) Possible SA Scenarios in NC Coordination (pl)
Coordination of NCs Coordination of NC heads

No SA [N N-pl-poss] ve [N N-pl-poss] [N [N-pl-poss vs N-poss]

Partial SA [N N-pl-(s)I] ve [N N-pl-poss] N [N-pl-(s)I ve N-pl-poss]

Total SA I [N N-pl ] ve [N N--pl-poss] N [N-pl ] ve [N-pl-poss]

Total SA II [N N ] ve [N N-pl-poss] N [N ] ve [N-pl-poss]

Please note that the scenarios presented in (18) and (19) are only theoretical possibilities. They do
not represent grammaticality judgments of given structures. They are given here only to present
what the theoretical possibilities given what we already know on SA. In §4, I describe two accept-
ability judgment studies conducted on SA in NC coordination and explain the results. At the end
of §4 I give the summary of all the grammatical and ungrammatical constructions presented as
theoretical possibilities in this section.

4 Acceptability Judgment Studies and their Results

4.1 Acceptability Judgment Studies

The results of an online pilot study as well observations from informal conversations with Turkish
native speakers suggested that there is gradience in speakers’ grammaticality judgments of SA in
coordination of NCs and NC heads. Speakers seemed to agree on the scenario “No SA” being
grammatical, but they did not agree on the (un)grammaticality of Partial and Total SA. Therefore,
in order to test the (un)grammaticality of the constructions schematically presented in Table 14
and Table 18, I conducted 2 acceptability judgment studies in July-August 2010 in Turkey. The
two goals of this study were to test acceptability judgments of suspension of pl, poss, case and
the -(s)I marker in the context of NC coordination and to find out if there is any implicational
hierarchy in speakers’ acceptability judgments where one type of SA is preferred over the other.

8
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These studies had 24 (Study I) and 32 (Study II) participants (18-60 years old) from different
regions of Turkey (Ankara, Antalya, Istanbul, Balikesir). They included 20 types of constructions
(16 in Study I and 4 in Study 2). Each of these constructions included a context of coordination of
an NC with another NC or a Noun, and the goal was to test SA for one or two particular suffixes
in a given type of coordination. Each type of construction was tested with 10 (in some cases, 5)
sentences.

Speakers were given a context in which they could possibly hear these sentences from another
person who is also a Turkish native speaker. The context was necessary to avoid ambiguity of the
coordination constructions and limit the interpretation of the conjuncts. For example, a coordina-
tion of an NC and a Noun (schematically as [NN] & [N]) could be interpreted as a coordination
of NC heads ([N [N & N]]). In order to avoid these complications, a situation limiting the inter-
pretation of the construction was given to the participants. Participants were asked to rate each
sentence with SA: 1 - the most natural; 2 - less natural; 3 - the least natural; X - not natural at
all. An example of a Multiple Choice question is shown in (20).

(20)

Figures and Graphs 

Figure 1 

 

 

 

Figure 2 

 

 

Figure 3 

 

 

Due to the fact that the scenario “no SA” is always grammatical and seems to be the norm in
the language, this scenario was eliminated from the set of choices where Partial and Total SA were
tested.

In §4.2 I present the results of these studies that are relevant to the discussion of (un)grammaticality
of Partial and Total SA and the pl-poss Puzzle.

4.2 Results of the Acceptability Judgment Studies

In this section I present the results of the two acceptability judgment studies described in Section
§4.1. I show which structures schematically presented in (18) and (19) are grammatical/ungrammatical
and which ones are still problematic and need further research. Based on the results presented in
this section, I will then propose an analysis of SA in Section §5.

The task that participants were asked to do was a combination of two tasks: a preference task
and a grammaticality judgment task3. In order to determine grammaticality and ungrammaticality
of a structure, the naturalness scale was intended to be interpreted in the following way:

• If a construction was judged as “1” (the most natural) or “2” (less natural), then this con-
struction was considered as grammatical.

3The detailed results of the preference task can be found in Kharytonava (2011). Some relevant details are
summarized in this paper as well.

9
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• If a construction was judged as “3” (the least natural) or its judgments were equally dis-
tributed between “2” and “3”, then the construction was considered as problematic. This
means that this construction cannot be easily considered as grammatical or ungrammatical
and a by sentence analysis is necessary.

• If a construction was judged as “X” (not natural at all) or its judgments were more or less
equally distributed between “3” and “X”, then this construction was considered as clearly
ungrammatical.

The case of “no SA” is assumed to be the norm and is, therefore, considered to be fully grammatical.

4.2.1 Partial and Total SA in NC Coordination (in singular)

4.2.1.1. Partial SA

First, consider Partial SA in NC coordination (coordination of NCs and NC heads). (21) and
(22) clearly show that Partial SA can be judged as grammatical, because its judgments are mostly
in the category “1” (the most natural) and only some judgments for the context of coordination of
NC heads are in the category “2” (less natural).

(21)
Graph 1 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 2 
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(22)

Graph 1 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 2 

 

 

 

 

 

(23) Coordination of NCs
Partial SA (%)

1 2 3 X

Mean 93.23 3.86 2.31 0.46

(24) Coordination of NC heads
Partial SA (%)

1 2 3 X

Mean 71.87 16.25 6.87 0.43

As it can be seen from (21) and (22) as well as Tables 23 and 24, judgments for Partial SA are quite
stable in both contexts: very few speakers judged Partial SA as “3” (the least natural) or “X” (not
natural at all). Therefore, regardless of context Partial SA can be judged as grammatical:

(25) Grammaticality of Partial SA
Coordination of NCs

(a) [[diş
tooth

firşa-sı]
brush-(s)I

ve
and

[yüz
face

havlu]-nuz]
towel-poss.2pl

‘your toothbrush and (your) face towel’

(b) [[kongre
congress

salon-u]
room-(s)I

ve
and

[yüzme
swimming

havuz]-umuz]
pool-poss.1pl

‘our conference room and (our) swimming pool’

Coordination of NC heads

(c) [sabah
morning

[yürüyüs-ü
walk-(s)I

ve
and

sohbet]-imiz]
chat-poss.1pl

‘our morning walk and (our morning) chat’

11
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(d) [açılış
opening

[tören-i
ceremony-(s)I

ve
and

konser]-iniz]
concert-poss.2pl

‘your opening ceremony and (your opening) concert’

4.2.1.2. Total SA

Consider now Total SA in both contexts. First, it must be noted that Total SA is always less
preferable than Partial SA (Graphs (21) and (22)). Second, unlike Partial SA, Total SA does not
have a similar distribution pattern in the context of NC versus NC head coordination. In the con-
text of NC coordination ((21) repeated as (26)), Total SA is mostly judged as “2” (less natural) or
“X” (not natural at all) by the participants. This poses a problem for the intended interpretation
of the naturalness scale as grammaticality judgments: Total SA in the context of coordination of
NCs seems to be grammatical and ungrammatical at the same time.

(26)
Graph 3 

 

 

Graph 4 

 

 

(27) Coordination of NCs
Total SA (%)

1 2 3 X

Mean 5.55 49.07 11.11 28.01

The fact that a structure is grammatical and ungrammatical at the same time suggests three
facts. On the one hand, it could be explained by the fact that there are two groups of speakers who
have different grammars and, therefore, different grammaticality judgments. On the other hand, it
could be justified by the complexity of the task which included both preference and grammaticality
judgment tasks. It could also suggest that these are not interpretable for some reasons that are not
related to (un)grammaticality. The analysis of the results (Kharytonava in preparation) suggests
that sociolinguistic factors (sex, social class, linguistic background etc.) do not appear to condition
the use of Total SA. Therefore, the distribution of Total SA between “2” and “X” cannot be
attributed to the existence of two groups with different sociolinguistic factors. The results of the
analysis of the overall use of the discrete categories (“1”, “2”, “3”, “X”) on the scale 1-2-3-X (see

12
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Kharytonava in preparation for more details) clearly show that all the participants can be divided
into three groups according to their maximal use of two or more discrete categories.

(28) Overall use of the discrete categories on the scale ‘1-2-3-X’
Group of participants Task that participants accomplished

Group A
Preference task onlyParticipants used “1” and “2” the most

(80-100%)

Group B
Participants used “1” and “X” the most

(77-100%) Grammaticality
Group C and

Participants used only “1” the most (91%), Preference tasks
the other judgments were equally distributed

between “2,” “3” and “X.”

The results of the overall use of particular categories on the scale all correspond strikingly to the
results of the use of the same categories for the context of Total SA in coordination of NCs. These
results can be represented by exactly the same table (Table 24). In other words, participants
of Group A (rarely using “X”) almost never judged Total SA as “X” (not grammatical at all).
Participants of Group B (rarely using “2” and “3”) almost never judged Total SA as “2” or “3”.
Participants of Group C had a similar percentage of the use of “2”, “3” and “X”. These results
show that participants of Group A were doing only a preference task. The fact that the category
“3” was very seldom selected for judgments for any type of structure in the questionnaire shows
that these participants did not use their grammaticality judgments to answer the questionnaire.

Therefore, I conclude that the judgments “2” (less natural) for Total SA in the context of
coordination of NCs cannot be considered as valid grammaticality judgments and the structure is
considered as ungrammatical.

(29) Ungrammaticality of Total SA
Coordination of NCs

(a) *[[diş
tooth

firça]
brush

ve
and

[yüz
face

havlu]-nuz]
towel-poss.2pl

‘your toothbrush and (your) face towel’

(b) *[[kongre
congress

salon]
room

ve
and

[yüzme
swimming

havuz]-umuz]
pool-poss.1pl

‘our conference room and (our) swimming pool’

Consider now Total SA in the context of coordination of NC heads ((22) repeated as (30)). Note
that the results for Total SA in this context differ from the results for Total SA in the context of
coordination of NCs. Unlike in (26) (coordination of NCs), the acceptability judgments for Total
SA in the context of coordination of NC heads are distributed more or less equally between all
the categories on the scale with some preference for “2” (less natural). This preference for “2” is
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explained by the same fact as the high percentage of the judgments “2” in (26) (participants of
Group A).

(30)

Graph 3 

 

 

Graph 4 

 

 
(31) Coordination of NC heads

Total SA (%)

1 2 3 X

Mean 21.25 36.56 22.81 19.37

This almost equal distribution of acceptability judgments requires further research. A by sentence
analysis shows that the majority of sentences with Total SA in coordination on NC heads are
ungrammatical:

(32) Ungrammaticality of Total SA Coordination of NC heads

(a) *[sabah
morning

[yürüyüs
walk

ve
and

sohbet]-imiz]
chat-poss.1pl

‘our morning walk and (our morning) chat’

(b) [açılış
opening

[tören
ceremony

ve
and

konser]-iniz]
concert-poss.2pl

‘your opening ceremony and (your opening) concert’

There are, however, some Total SA constructions that definitely cannot be placed under the category
of “ungrammatical”. An example of such a sentence is given in (33). Acceptability judgments for
this construction are given in Table 34.

(33) Grammaticality of Total SA Coordination of NC heads

(a) [çanta
bag

[marka
brand

ve
and

model]]-iniz
model-poss.2pl

‘our bag brand and (our bag) model’

14
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(34) Coordination of NC heads
Partial and Total SA (%)

1 2 3 X

Total SA 62.5 21.87 3.12 12.5

Partial SA 15.62 34.37 15.62 34.37

As we can see from Table 34, Total SA wins over Partial SA (62.5% versus 15.62% for the
judgment “1” (the most natural). Given what we saw earlier (Partial SA is grammatical and Total
SA is ungrammatical), it is surprising to see that Partial SA is judged as “X” (not natural at all)
by 34.37% of participants versus Total SA (only 12.5%).

Therefore, Total SA in coordination of NC heads cannot be categorically said to be ungram-
matical. It is grammatical, but it requires a particular context that needs further research. In this
context, Partial SA seems to be much less preferred and can be judged as ungrammatical.

4.2.1.3. Summary of the Results on Partial and Total SA

The results of Study 1 and Study 2 show that Partial SA is grammatical and Total SA is un-
grammatical regardless of the nature of the conjuncts (NCs or NC heads). Table 35 represents the
grammaticality table for the constructions without SA, with Partial and Total SA.

(35) Grammaticality judgments for SA Scenarios in NC Coordination (sg)
Coordination of NCs Coordination of NC heads

No SA [N N-poss] ve [N N-poss] N [N-poss ve N-poss]

Partial SA [N N-(s)I] ve [N N-poss] N [N-(s)I ve N-poss]

Total SA *[N N ] ve [N N-poss] *N [N ve N-poss]

The findings of Study 2 also suggest that in some cases (a topic left for further research) Total SA
is grammatical versus the ungrammatical Partial SA, as shown in (36).

(36) Restricted Type of NC Coordination
Coordination of NC heads

Partial SA *N [N-(s)I ve N-poss]

Total SA N [N ve N-poss

4.2.2 Partial and Total SA in NC Coordination (in PL)

In this section, I analyze the results of coordinate structures where both conjuncts (NCs or NC
heads) are in pl. This section is intended to give the results of acceptability judgments for the
pl-poss puzzle in coordination of NCs and NC heads.

Unlike in coordination where both conjuncts are in singular, Total SA in coordination of the
conjuncts that are marked for plural is of two types (Table 18 repeated below). Total SA I represents
the case where the possessive suffix is on the second conjunct, but the first conjunct still has pl.
In Total SA II both pl and poss are on the second conjunct and both suffixes have scope over the
first conjunct.

Consider first Partial SA in (37) and (38) below:
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(37)
Graph 5 
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(39) Coordination of NCs

Partial SA (%)

1 2 3 X

Mean 94.42 3.53 2.31 0

(40) Coordination of NC heads
Partial SA (%)

1 2 3 X

Mean 89.39 8.79 2.41 0.46
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As was the case in singular, in both contexts (coordination of NCs and NC heads) Partial SA is
mostly judged as “1” (the most natural). Therefore, Partial SA can be considered as grammatical:

(41) Grammaticality of Partial SA
Coordination of NCs

a. [[dans kurs-lar-ı] ve [masaj terapi-ler]-iniz]
dance course-pl-(s)I and massage therapy-pl-poss.2pl
‘your dance courses and (your) massage therapies’

b. [[reklam tabela-lar-ı] ve [fuar stand-lar]-ınız]
advertisement sign-pl-(s)I and fair stand-pl-poss.2pl
‘your advertisement signs and (your) fair stands’

Coordination of NC heads
a. [bira [şişe-ler-i ve kutu-lar]-ınız]

beer bottle-pl-(s)I and box-pl-poss.2pl
‘your beer bottles and (your beer) boxes’

b. [halk [masal-lar-ı ve hikaye-ler]-iniz]
fold fairy tale-pl-(s)I and story-pl-poss.2pl
‘your national fairy tales and (your national) stories’

Now consider Total SA. Total SA I clearly stands out as ungrammatical, because its judgments are
mostly in the category of “3” (the least natural) and “X” (not natural at all). Tables 42 and 43
show the numeric distribution:

(42) Coordination of NCs
Total SA I (%)

1 2 3 X

Mean 0 10.64 38.42 50.46

(43) Coordination of NC heads
Total SA I(%)

1 2 3 X

Mean .92 6.06 43.98 45.83

The ungrammaticality of Total SA I means that poss cannot be suspended leaving out the pl suffix
on the non-final conjunct:
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(44) Ungrammaticality of Total SA I
Coordination of NCs

a. *[[yoga ders-ler] ve [yürüyüş seans-lar]-ımız]
yoga lesson-pl and walk session-pl-poss.1pl
‘our yoga lessons and (our) jogging sessions’

b. *[[reklam tabela-lar] ve [fuar stand-lar]-ınız]
advertisement sign-pl and fair stand-pl-poss.2pl
‘your advertisement signs and (your) fair stands’

Coordination of NC heads
a. *[aşk [şarkı-lar ve şiir-ler]-iniz]

love song-pl and poem-pl-poss.2pl
‘your love songs and (your love) poems’

b. *[[nakış teknik-ler] ve model-ler]-imiz]
embroidery technique-pl and model-pl-poss.1pl
‘our embroidery techniques and (our embroidery) models’

Finally, let’s look at Total SA II. Acceptability judgments of Total SA II in both contexts are
distributed between “2” (less natural), “3” (the least natural) and “X” (not natural at all) with
some preference for the category “2”. The numeric values are presented in Tables 45 and 46:

(45) Coordination of NCs
Total SA II (%)

1 2 3 X

Mean 7.24 50.92 21.29 17.12

(46) Coordination of NC heads
Total SA II(%)

1 2 3 X

Mean 8.69 54.16 20.37 13.42

Tables 45 and 46 show that 50% of the judgments fall under “2” and one third of the acceptability
judgments fall under “3” and “X”. The comparison of the overall results of the use of the categories
on the scale 1-2-3-X (in Table 27) with the results of the use of the category “X” shows that
almost half of the judgments “2” for Total SA II was made by participants of Group A. Recall
that participants of Group A seldom used the category “X” while answering the questionnaire.
Therefore, taking into account that participants of this group almost never judged any of these
or other types of constructions as “3” or “X”, we can consider these “2” judgments equivalent
to “3” or “X”. Therefore, Total SA II in both contexts (coordination of NCs and NC heads) is
ungrammatical:4

4Note that even though both Total SA I and Total SA II are ungrammatical, Total SA II is, however, less
ungrammatical than Total SA II. Due to the lack of data at this point, I will leave this issue for further research.
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(47) Ungrammaticality of Total SA II
Coordination of NCs

(a) *[[yoga
yoga

ders]
lesson

ve
and

[yürüyüş
walk

seans]-lar-ımız]
session-pl-poss.1pl

‘our yoga lessons and (our) jogging sessions’

(b) *[[dans
dance

kurs]
course

ve
and

[masaj
massage

terapi]-ler-iniz]
therapy-pl-poss.2pl

your dance courses and (your) massage therapies

Coordination of NC heads

(a) *[bira
beer

[şişe
bottle

ve
and

kutu]-lar-ınız]
box-pl-poss.2pl

‘your beer bottles and (your beer) boxes’

(b) *[aşk
love

[şarkı-lar
song-PL

ve
and

şiir-ler]-iniz]
poem-pl-poss.2pl

‘your love songs and (your love) poems’

It must be noted that unlike in the context where conjuncts are in singular, Total SA I and II in the
context with conjuncts in plural seems to have the same distribution of acceptability judgments.
This study did not detect any situation where Total SA (I or II) is grammatical and Partial SA is
ungrammatical in the coordination of plural conjuncts.

As a summary, the results of Study 1 show that Partial SA is grammatical and Total SA is
ungrammatical regardless of the nature of the conjuncts (NCs or NC heads). Table 48 represents
the grammaticality table for the constructions without SA, with Partial and Total SA I and II:

(48) Grammaticality judgments for SA Scenarios in NC Coordination (PL)
Coordination of NCs Coordination of NC heads

No SA [N N-pl-poss] ve [N N-pl-poss] N [N-pl-poss ve N-pl-poss]

Partial SA [N N-pl-(s)I] ve [N N-pl-poss] N [N-pl-(s)I ve N-pl-poss]

Total SA I *[N N-pl- ] ve [N N-pl-poss] *N [N-pl ve N-pl-poss]

Total SA II *[N N- ] ve [N N-pl-poss] *N [N-pl ve N-pl-poss]

Now, we need to think how we can account for the results of the studies presented in this
section. In what follows, I present the analyses of SA and show how well they can account for SA
in NC coordination. It turns out that Partial SA cannot be predicted by any current approach of
SA (Approach A or B). Then, I propose to consider SA as an example of Parallel Merge based on
Citko (2005) and I give examples from Noun coordination.

5 Analyzing Suspended Affixation

5.1 Previous Analyses

Recall from Section §2 (Table 6) that previous analyses can be divided in two approaches: Approach
A (coordination → affixation) and Approach B (affixation → coordination). The following sub-
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sections present a detailed explanation of how each approach can account for SA in NC coordination.

5.1.1 Approach A and SA in NC Coordination

In Approach A two NCs with the -(s)I marker are expected to be coordinated.

(49) Order of Morphosyntactic Operations in NC Coordination (SG)
1. coordination 2. affixation

NCs [N N-(s)I] ve [N N-(s)I] [N N-(s)I] ve [N N-(s)I]-poss

NC heads N [N ve N]-(s)I N [N ve N-(s)I]-poss (restricted)

Each NC has to be well-formed. Therefore, both of the coordinated NCs are already marked with
the -(s)I morpheme. In the context of coordination of NC heads, two Ns are coordinated. For the
same reasons of well-formedness, none of these Nouns has the -(s)I marker, because the -(s)I suffix
is a property of NCs only (see Kharytonava (2009, 2010)). The coordinated Ns are then inserted
as the head for an NC, and the -(s)I morpheme is attached once.

The next step is the affixation of poss. Let us ignore the problem of the complementary
distribution of -(s)I and poss on the final conjunct and assume that there is a Readjustment
Rule that deletes -(s)I when -(s)I is adjacent to poss. As the result of the affixation of poss to
the coordination of NCs, we can derive Partial SA. As the result of the affixation of poss to the
coordination of NC heads, Total SA can be derived. However, as was described in Section §4.2.1.2,
Total SA in coordination of NC heads seems to be very restricted and in the majority of cases is
ungrammatical.

To summarize so far, Approach A correctly accounts for Partial SA in coordination of NCs and
Total SA (very restricted type) in NC heads. It does not overgenerate: it does not predict Total
SA in coordination of NCs. However, this approach undergenerates: it does not explain Partial SA
in coordination of NC heads.

Consider now how Approach A accounts for the pl-poss cooccurrence. In the coordination
of NCs each NC bears pl and the -(s)I morpheme. pl always precedes -(s)I, and for NC well-
formedness reasons the attachment of -(s)I is obligatory. Therefore, once -(s)I is attached to the
conjunct, the further attachment of pl is impossible (*NN-(s)I-pl), because it would reverse the
order of the suffixes. Imagine a situation where only the second (final) conjunct bears pl, but not
the first one (as shown in (50)):

(50) yoga
yoga

ders-i
lesson-(s)I

ve
and

yürüyüş
walking

seans-lar-ımız
session-pl-poss.1pl

‘our yoga lesson and jogging sessions’
intended meaning: *‘our yoga lesson and jogging sessions’

According to my Turkish informants, the pl suffix on the second conjunct cannot take scope over
the first conjunct. All that is mentioned above suggests that suspending pl in coordination of NCs
must be considered as an impossible operation. pl has to be realized individually on each NC prior
to -(s)I attachment. If not, the first NC is interpreted in singular, even though the second conjunct
might bear pl. These are exactly the predictions of Approach A. Approach A does not allow us to
derive the ungrammatical examples in (50).

In the context of coordination of NC heads, the result of coordination of Nouns can give two
results depending on the suspension of pl.
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(51) Order of Morphosyntactic Operations in NC Coordination (PL)
1. coordination 2. affixation (to the coordinated group)

NCs [N Npl-(s)I] ve [N N-pl-(s)I] [N N-pl-(s)I] ve [N N-pl (s)I]-poss

NC heads (i) [N-pl ve N-pl] *[N[N-pl vs N-pl -(s)I]-poss
(ii) [N ve N] N [N ve N]pl-(s)I → *[N[N ve N]pl(s)I]-poss

pl is a suspendable suffix: its suspension in coordination of N does not affect the well-formedness
of the construction. The first result consists of coordinating two Nouns that each bear a pl suffix.
The second result consists of coordinated Nouns with no pl suffix; the pl suffix is later attached to
the coordinated Nouns as the result of the process of affixation.

The next step is the process of affixation of poss. In coordination of NCs, the result is Partial
SA. In coordination of NC heads, the result is ungrammatical Total SA I (option (i)) and Total SA
II (option (ii)).

All in all, Approach A correctly predicts Partial SA in coordination of NCs, but overgenerates
incorrectly predicting the grammaticality of Total SA I and II.

5.1.2 Approach B and SA in NC Coordination

In Approach B, each conjunct is expected to receive its own affixation prior to its coordination.
Then, when the conjuncts are coordinated, the process of deletion of the suffix(es) in the non-final
conjunct(s) is applied.

(52) Order of Morphosyntactic Operations (SG)
1. affixation 2. coordination (followed by deletion)

NCs [N Nposs] ve [N N-poss] *[N N] ve [N N-poss]

NC heads N [N-poss ve N-poss] N[N ve N]-poss (restricted)

As the result of the affixation of poss, each conjunct (NCs or NC heads) bears the possessive
suffix. After these conjuncts are coordinated, the process of deletion of poss leaves the non-final
conjunct bare. Approach B predicts that Total SA will be possible both for the coordination of
NCs and for the coordination of NC heads. However, as we saw in Section §4.2.2, Total SA is
ungrammatical for coordination of NCs and is very restricted in coordination of NC heads.

Approach B does not account for Partial SA, because it does not allow to derive conjuncts with
the -(s)I marker.

Consider now pl-poss cooccurrence. As in the case of singular, both conjuncts (NCs or NC
heads) are coordinated first. Then, two conjuncts are coordinated, and the process of deletion
takes place. In coordination of NCs, poss is deleted and ungrammatical Total SA is predicted. In
coordination of NC heads, two results are possible depending on the deletion of pl. If only poss is
deleted (option (i)), then the predicted structure is the ungrammatical Total SA I. If both pl and
poss are deleted (option (ii)), the predicted structure is the ungrammatical Total SA II.

(53) Order of Morphosyntactic Operations (PL)
1. affixation 2. coordination (followed by deletion)

NCs [N N-pl-poss] ve [N N-pl-poss] *[N N] ve [N N-poss]

NC heads N [N-pl-poss ve N-pl-poss] (i) *N[N-pl ve N]-pl]poss
(ii) *N [N ve N]-pl-poss
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In any case (coordination of NCs or NC heads, with or without the deletion of pl) only the un-
grammatical Total SA is predicted. Deriving Partial SA in this Approach would require additional
steps in the derivation.

5.1.3 Approach A vs. Approach B: Advantages and Disadvantages

Although Approach A is not ideal, it is definitely more robust than Approach B. First, unlike
Approach B, Approach A can account for Partial SA. Even though Approach A does not predict
Partial SA in coordination of NC heads (singular and plural), this type of SA for the other context
(coordination of NCs) is not completely ruled out.

Second, the only correct prediction of Approach B is Total SA in coordination of NC heads
which turns out to be very restricted. This is the only correct prediction made by Approach, but
it is also one of the others correct predictions of Approach A.

The reasons why Approach B fails to make correct predictions and why Approach A is relatively
more successful are the existence of the process of deletion as well as the order of operations. If
the process of deletion is allowed to happen in derivation, then in order to predict Partial SA a
process of insertion (insertion of -(s)I allowed to happen in derivation) should be added. This is
rather cumbersome for a theory of SA and must be avoided (law of economy).

All in all, none of the approaches perfectly accounts for SA in NC coordination. Approach A
seems to be more preferable than Approach B because of the implications of the order of mor-
phosyntactic operations (coordination → affixation).

In what follows (§5.2) I present a general analysis of SA in NPs. This analysis is based on
Parallel Merge proposed by Citko (2005). I claim that SA is an affix-sharing process: affixes (or
an affix) that are said to be suspended are in fact affixes (or an affix) that are shared by two (or
more) conjuncts. In §5.3 I propose an analysis of SA in NC coordination. The main claim of this
analysis is that if N or NP coordination structure-sharing (previously called “SA”) is possible, in
NC coordination no such process is possible. I show that Partial SA as well as the restricted Total
SA is a result of structural differences. §6 summarizes all the remaining problems that need to be
studied.

5.2 Suspended Affixation as Affix-Sharing (or Parallel Merge)

Citko (2005) argues for the existence of a third type of Merge which is called Parallel Merge. This
Merge represents a combination of the properties of External and Internal Merge. In short, Parallel
Merge represents the process of remerging an element that has already been merged. This element
is shared by two (or more) conjuncts.

Parallel Merge gives a very economic account of the phenomenon called until now “Suspended
Affixation”. Affixes are not suspended, deleted or delayed; they are in fact shared by the conjuncts.
They can be attached individually (in 54a) or they can be shared (54b).
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(54)

Tree 2 
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The tree representation in (55) shows that more than one affix can be shared by the conjuncts.
(55) shows that a not-shared affix is not an obstacle for a following affix to be shared.

(55)

Tree 3 
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Concrete examples of these representations are given in (56). In (56a) Loc can still be shared
despite the fact that the preceding pl suffix is individually attached to every conjunct. In (56b)
both suffixes are shared.

(56) a. kasaba-lar ve köy-ler-de
town-pl and village-pl-loc
‘in our towns and villages’

b. kasaba ve köy-ler-de
town and village-pl-loc
‘in our towns and villages’

(57)

 

Tree 4 
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The proposal to consider SA as an Affix-Sharing phenomeon is similar to Approach B where the
order of morphosyntactic operations is “affixation → coordination”. However, in contrast to Ap-
proach B, in the Affix-Sharing analysis the suffix is not a shared suffix. This suffix is parallel-merged
with both conjuncts. Recall that a big disadvantage of Approach B is the process of deletion. The
process of deletion is not necessary in this analysis, because there is only one phonological form
of a shared affix. The number of suffixes that can be shared corresponds to the number that can
potentially attach to a conjunct. In (58) it is shown that pl and poss are attached individually,
and four suffixes (loc, ki, pl, loc) are shared by two conjuncts (NPs).

(58) [büyük
big

sokak-lar-ınız
street-pl-poss.1pl

ve
and

geniş
wide

bulvar-lar-ımız]-da-ki-ler-de
boulevard-pl-poss.2pl-loc-ki-pl-loc

‘in the ones on your big streets and our wide boulevards’

It should be admitted that the analysis of Affix-Sharing needs further research. First of all, we
need to see the constraints and the boundary of this affix sharing procedure. For example, can an
affix attach to an item that represents the result of a Noun and an affix that is shared and which is
phonologically pronounced in another NP? Such a speculation is schematically represented in (59):

(59)

Tree 5 
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Second, this analysis does not account for the pl-poss puzzle in Noun and NP coordination. The
pl-poss cooccurrence is an instantiation of the structure represented in (55). The representation
in (56a) gives a grammatical example in (58a), but it can also derive the ungrammatical pl-poss
example (described in Section §2 as pl-poss puzzle).

5.3 No SA for Compounds

At first sight, it seems that an analysis of SA for Ns and NPs argues against the analysis of SA for
NC coordination. In Section §5.1.3 it was concluded that Approach B does not account for SA in
NC coordination (besides a very restricted type - Total SA in coordination of NC heads), but the
analysis of Affix-Sharing proposed in Section §5.2 is based on the same approach (Approach B).

A closer look at the consequences of the Affix-Sharing analysis and the properties of NC co-
ordination clearly shows that what looks like Partial and Total SA in coordination of NCs and
NC heads is in fact explained by the structure of these constructions. Table 60 represents all the
grammatical examples of NC coordination:
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(60) Grammatical Constructions in Coordination of NCs and NC heads
Coordination of NCs Coordination of NC heads

SG No SA [N N--pl-poss] ve [N N-pl-poss] N [N--pl-poss ve N-pl-poss]
Partial SA [N Npl-poss] ve [N N-pl-poss] N [Npl-(s)I vs Npl-poss]
Total SA (restricted) N [N ve Nposs]

PL No SA [N N-pl-poss] ve [N N-pl-poss] N [N-pl-poss ve N-pl-poss]
Partial SA [N N-pl-(s)I] ve [N N-pl-poss] N [N-pl-(s)I ve N-pl-poss]

I argue that the grammaticality of all these examples is simply explained by the notion of a well-
formedness requirement imposed on the conjunct: a Noun or an NC. This well-formedness require-
ment for SA was proposed by Kabak (2007) as a concept of a Morphological Word (MWd): a word
that can occur in isolation. Kabak argues that SA is licit if it leaves a MWd behind. In other
words, each conjunct has to be a word that can potentially occur in isolation. The phonological
realization (not semantic interpretation) of a non-final conjunct should not depend on the suffixes
phonologically realized on the final conjunct. The non-final conjunct must be able to be spelled-out
individually prior to the spell-out of the shared suffix which is realized and spelled-out on the final
conjunct. To put it differently, regardless of which turn the derivation takes place in (shared or
not shared affixes, or no affix attachment at all), the conjunct must be well-formed and ready for
Spell-out at any point. Kharytonava (2011) claims that there is a hierarchy in SA (now called
Affix-Sharing) acceptability judgments. This hierarchy is represented in (61) and the definitions
are given in (62).

(61) MaxMWord → MinMWord → PartInflMWord

(62) Definitions MaxMWd, MinMWd and PartInflMWd5

• Maximal Morphological Word (MaxMWd)
A conjunct that constitutes a complete morphological structure with no suspended suf-
fixes.

• Minimal Morphological Word (MinMWd)
A bare conjunct or a conjunct with the minimum of affixes that allows the word to occur
in isolation. Suspending suffixes from a MinMWd results in a formation of a word that
cannot occur in isolation.

• Partially Inflected Morphological Word (PartInflMWd)
An incomplete morphological structure that comprises affixes that are available for sus-
pension.

What is relevant for the discussion of NC coordination and Affix-Sharing is that each conjunct has
to be at least a MinMWd: it has to contain the minimum number of suffixes to be a well-formed
item.

With this constraint in hand consider how the constructions in (60) are derived. Partial SA in
coordination of NCs has the structure in (63).

5For a more detailed discussion of this hierarchy see Kharytonava (2011)
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(63)

 

Tree 6 
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The non-final conjunct is a MinMWd. If -(s)I is not attached, the non-final conjunct does not meet
the well-formedness condition (MinMWd) and the structure will, therefore, be ungrammatical.

Partial SA with the pl suffix has exactly the same structure with the exception of pl being
attached to each conjunct individually (in 64). The non-final conjunct is also considered as a
MinMWd, because pl has to be attached prior to the attachment of -(s)I.

(64)

 

Tree 7 
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Consider now the cases Partial SA in coordination of NC heads: N [N-(s)I ve N-poss] and N
[N-pl-(s)I ve N-pl-poss]. At first, it seems that these constructions represent a coordination of
Nouns that are later inserted as the head to an NC. This derivation contradicts the principles of
well-formedness and is inaccurate.
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(65)

 

Tree 8 

(34) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(66)
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(35) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The conjuncts N-(s)I and N-pl-(s)I are not well-formed constructions. As mentioned in Section §2,
the -(s)I morpheme can never attach to Nouns, but only NCs. Therefore, such a structure could
potentially never take place. These constructions can, however, be derived if we analyze them as a
coordination of two NC where the non-head is shared by the heads of the two NCs in coordination.
The non-head in this compound is considered as a shared item on the same grounds as any affix is
considered shared by two conjuncts.
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(67)

 

Tree 10 

(35) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The structure in (67) looks almost identical to the structures in (63) and (64) except for the non-
head that is shared in (67) and attached individually in each conjunct in (63) and (64). The
realization of pl in (64) and (67) must occur -(s)I internally. As already described earlier, the pl
from the second conjunct cannot be shared with the first conjunct.

Therefore, a distinction between coordination of NCs and NC heads is not necessary any more.
What looks like Coordination of NC heads is in fact Coordination of NCs with the head being
shared by two NCs.

Nevertheless, coordination of NC heads does exist and it gives rise to the construction that is
called Total SA in Table 60. The coordination of Ns represents a coordination of bare Ns which
represent each a MinMWd. The well-formedness condition is respected here.

(68)

 

Tree 11 

(37) 

 

 Recall, however, that this construction seems to have very restricted properties and needs further
research.
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6 PL-POSS Puzzle in NC coordination: Summary and Further
Puzzles

The grammatical structures of NC coordination are the result of the application of the well-
formedness condition. The non-final conjunct has to be at least a MinMWd. The apparent
phenomenon of SA is in fact explained structurally. Unlike in N and NP coordination, in NC
coordination pl and -(s)I suffixes cannot be shared: pl precedes the -(s)I morpheme which repre-
sents the border of a MinMWd for NCs.

Since the initial goal of this paper was to investigate the pl-poss puzzle in the context of NC
coordination, let us finally analyze the relationship between pl and poss. As was already explained
in Section §4 and §5.3, pl cannot be shared (or suspended in old terminology). As for the poss
suffix, on one hand it can be realized on each conjunct individually replacing the -(s)I morpheme
and giving rise to the construction that is called “No SA” in Table 60. On the other, poss can
attach to the coordinated NCs and have scope over both of them. Therefore, pl and poss are
completely unrelated in NC coordination. Unlike in Noun and NP coordination, pl seems to be
stuck in the domain of an individual NC and cannot be shared. The possessive suffix does not
show any change in its properties regarding the presence/absence of the pl suffix on the non-final
conjunct.

The account for NC coordination proposed in Section §5.3 is very economical: only well-
formedness condition is required. There are, however, certain issues with this analysis that need
further research.

First, the well-formedness condition seems to apply to the non-final conjunct(s) only. Due
to the complementary distribution between -(s)I and poss, the final conjunct cannot bear -(s)I,
but the well-formedness condition requires it to have -(s)I. Second, the following question needs
to be answered: if coordination of NC heads is possible (even though restricted), why is it that
coordination of these heads in pl (N-pl ve N-pl) leads to ungrammaticality? Kharytonava (2008)
showed that the head of NCs is always a bare Noun and never an NP. It might lead to an explanation
of why coordination of Ns is restricted, and it can also give us a hint on the impossibility of having
an NC that has a head representing a coordination of two Ns in pl (N-pl ve N-pl). Finally, for
the complete analysis of NCs we need to know where the -(s)I morpheme and poss are derived and
how their complementary distribution can be accounted for.
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